How to install the release

This release can be installed only over a previous 9.3.x release. It is still possible to install it from scratch (no previous RCS installation on the system).

9.4.0 specific instruction for upgrading form 9.3.x:

• Run the installer rcs-setup-*.exe on the backend server and answer 'yes' when asked to upgrade.
  If you have multiple shards, install the update on all the shards first and then on the master node.
• Run the installer rcs-setup-*.exe on the frontend server and answer 'yes' when asked to upgrade
• If you are using the OCR module, please reinstall it on all the shards after the upgrade.

What’s new in Remote Control System 9.4

Agent (Windows)
• Yahoo support for Mail, Chat and Addressbook
• Fixes for Skype interception

Agent (Linux)
• New Offline installation method

Agent (OSX)
• New module: Mail
• New module: Password
• Support for latest Skype version
• New Offline installation method
• Support for Yosemite (ver 10.10)

Agent (Android)
• New module: Camera (os >= 3.0)
• Enhanced hiding against AVs
• Local to Root Exploit supports version 4.4
• Enhanced Skype and Viber call module

Agent (Blackberry)
• Device IMEI and IMSI are now correctly displayed

Console
• Usability enhancements: push notification for every modified object
Database

- New anonymizer communication protocol for better hiding and security
- New monitoring service to be able to detect failure of every component
- Improvements in the handling of filesystem data coming from agents